To solve the traditional problem of knowledge acquisition bottleneck in e-commerce, an improved algorithm of attribute reduction based on discernibility matrix is proposed. The algorithm is used to attribute reduction for e-commerce consumer behavior prediction. With rule extraction model of rough sets, the rules of e-commerce consumer behavior prediction are acquired. Practical example of consumer behavior prediction shows that the proposed approach can be handled found knowledge effectively and can be converted the available rules easily. It has strong ability of fault tolerance and can improve the speed and quality of knowledge acquisition. The method has good practical value.
Introduction
E-commerce consumer behavior is different from traditional consumer behavior, which has the more significant features are that the businesses and consumers can communicate through the interface of website. In this paper, it bases on the ecommerce consumers' various background; review the whole process of e-commerce consumers' consuming behavior and the facts that affect the purchasing decision from the perspective of informatics. Because of the knowledge related to the e-commerce consumer behavior is large, in order to be able to dig out potentially useful information from the clutter of the huge amounts of data quickly and accurately and put it into the e-commerce consumer behavior prediction , rough set theory is applied to the prediction process of e-commerce consumer behavior in this paper. [1] 2 Predict consumer behavior based on rough set of e-commerce Predict the specific operation of e-commerce consumer behavior based on rough set theory shown in Figure 2 , includes the following steps: By collecting consumption data for E-commerce, consumer completeness of the data and discrete, the completion of thee-commerce consumer behavior prediction basic data preprocessing; To remove redundant data e-commerce consumer behavior, the completion of the reduction of consumer behavior to predict the condition attributes set; Through thee-commerce consumer behavior prediction rules extraction and reduction, draw the necessary set of rules to predict consumer behavior; By calculating the rule of confidence and coverage, the rules filtered to give E-commerce decision rule to predict consumer behavior. 
Data preprocessing
Based on e-commerce and consumer behavior to predict the characteristics of the prediction process, the establishment of e-commerce knowledge of consumer behavior prediction tables, and then build e-commerce consumer behavior prediction system. Prior to this, the consumer behavior predicted parameter values are summarized in a table into knowledge. 
In this paper, 
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Reduction condition attributes set
This article use an improved attribute reduction algorithm which is based on discernibility matrix to analysis e-commerce consumer behavior condition attributes. Algorithm is described as follows:
(1) Enter 
Search for differences in the matrix, if the value of all the elements of the matrix are not equal  , then go to (4); If there is a value of the matrix element  , then exit; (5) Search for differences in the matrix, and assign all of its single-property , and through all of the property portfolio contains D relatively nucleus; 
Extraction and reduction rules
Consumer records above example, the rules generated by extraction and rules reduction obtained are as follows:
（buyr2）and（do not buyr3）  （do not buyr4）。
Among them, the algorithm described in consumer behavior prediction rules reduction are as follows: , the algorithm ends.
Conclusion
The paper adopt an improved attribute reduction algorithm prediction condition attribute reduction algorithm which is based on discernibility matrix to analysis the set of e-commerce consumer behavior , and by the extraction and reduction rules generated draw a new theory which is based on rough set e-commerce consumer behavior prediction ,and this method achieves better practical results.
